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Leveraging 
creativity—and 
the best available 
tools—to stand out 
in an ocean of noise 
and uncertainty
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creatives are able to spend more time doing 
what they do best, which is creating.”

Creatives today face a variety of challenges 
if they aren’t properly set up and equipped 
for success. “Today, without the right tools, 
creatives can’t spend time driving true creative 
impact that makes a difference within their 
larger organization,” said Figueroa. 

The problem: Finding the right tools
As much as the targeted consumer’s life was 
disrupted during the past couple of years, 
so too were the lives of creatives, marketers, 
account managers and more. Not only was 
the need for entirely new campaigns and 
campaign strategies necessary in an unprec-
edented climate, but the distributed, remote 
and touch-and-go work environment was a 
minefield of unforeseen challenges.

“The need for a cloud-based, reliable 
technology that could help employees work 
better and faster in a remote work environment 
was seen across the board,” said Steve Baker, 
Brandfolder’s general manager. “For those in 
marketing and media, the overnight demand for 
digital content skyrocketed in such a way that 
brands could no longer get by with what they’d 
been doing before.” 

One of the things far too many brands and 
agencies had relied on was internally con-
cocted, chaotic asset management systems. 
Online folders and free file-sharing programs 
are great, but for high-volume, high-value 
work, an orderly, easy to use, all-in-one central 
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Advertisers know that a well-placed plug can 
tug at the heartstrings, or that a nimble, witty 
retort can gain the upper hand on a busy press 
day. A company can have the finest business 
acumen, but without an empowered creative 
team—from a junior designer to the chief mar-
keting officer—the messaging will fall short, or 
worse, alienate the very customers it’s trying 
to reach.

“During the last few years, creativity itself 
has been put front and center,” said Adam 
Figueroa, director of marketing at Brandfolder. 
“From a business perspective, the change here 
really came with new processes and tech-
nologies that offload operational burdens so 

Due to the pandemic, creative sessions 
weren’t possible without access to files, 
images and brand materials. 
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access system is imperative. 
For Celeste Hawthorn, former director of 

marketing activations at Quicksilver Scientific, 
not only was the delay in finding accurate 
information or the proper files within the 
ever-accumulating folder of assets costing her 
team time, it was adversely affecting the CX 
team’s response and support times.

“Everyone was saving files with different 
naming conventions—we would aimlessly dig 
through folders to find the right assets or send 
our partners on an Easter egg hunt and just hope 
they found the right asset,” Hawthorn said.

For Quicksilver, a company that sells and 
markets health and medical supplements across 
multiple channels, including on high-volume 
third-party sites like Amazon, marketing mate-
rials such as accurate fact sheets, appropriate 
webinars and explanatory product videos need 
to be regularly updated and distributed. The 
challenge for Quicksilver was the company’s 
reliance on Dropbox and other internal orga-
nizational structures that were built over time 
with no wide view of the department’s digital 
future in mind.

All too often, this type of predictable tedium 
hampers creativity. When a copywriter goes on 

a wild goose chase for an asset, a brilliant turn 
of phrase may vanish. Or if a designer wastes 
a whole afternoon re-creating a lost or misla-
beled deliverable, the frustration can block any 
new creative work from happening that day.

The challenge: Enabling creative agility
For nearly all businesses across every sector, 
2020 was a year of scrambling. While every-
one dealt with major life and work disruptions 
brought about by the global pandemic, advertis-
ing focused on empathetic messaging, encour-
aging everyone to work together while apart and 
acknowledging despair while imparting hope. 

But once 2021 hit, so did a new collec-
tive headspace. Trends that surfaced again 
and again in campaigns were the desire to 
run back into the world with open arms, a 
renewed interest in physical health (not just 
mental). Now in 2022, those trends are still 
going strong, while a few more specific ones 
have taken hold. Here we’ll look at prominent 
ads and marketing campaigns, all of whose 
creative teams were greatly aided by a trusted 
digital asset management (DAM) solution, 
which allowed creative teams to pivot while 
maintaining smart messaging.

JetBlue’s “We’ve Got a Plane for 
That” campaign reflected the wish to 
visit favorite people and places again. 
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JetBlue: Transitioning from ‘the new normal’
Among the most popular sentiments just a year 
ago was the overwhelming desire to emerge 
from the pandemic lockdown and get back out 
into the world. The return of travel ads touched 
on our desire to see our favorite people and 
places again, but also renewed our wanderlust. 
JetBlue managed to do both.

In a sweet twist on the classic airport 
reunion scene, JetBlue’s “We’ve Got a Plane for 
That—Carousel” campaign visually trans-
ported all the delayed 2020 trips to baggage 
claim and newly visiting friends and families. 
The ads included such scenes as celebrating 
a grandmother’s birthday a few months late, 
finally tying the knot after multiple postpone-
ments and going on a golf trip with the guys—
examples of what consumers had missed 
during the pandemic.

Of course, the very act of creating an 
individual commercial, much less one in a 
campaign series for wide distribution, is a 
complicated endeavor. Because this undertak-
ing was essentially conducted in a bubble—one 
in which it seemed particularly fortunate that 
all the actors needed to wear masks for the 
filming—JetBlue’s marketing and branding 
“crewmembers,” as they prefer to be called, all 
needed uniform access to the campaign assets 
from the clips, edits, logos and marketing 
timeline. For many companies, however, that 
has proved difficult.

Everlast: Back to reality (virtual and otherwise)
Another response to our increasingly digital 
existence is 180 degrees from the desire to 
return to an entirely virtual world. The mar-
riage of crypto and marketing creativity got a 
one-two punch when Everlast, the 120-year-old 
fight sports gear and apparel company, worked 
with former heavyweight boxing champion 
Deontay Wilder in October 2021 to create 
an NFT (non-fungible token) of his custom 
Everlast gloves. The company released 41 NFTs 
of Wilder’s glove representing the 41 knockouts 
that Wilder has had in his career.

According to Chris Zoller, VP of marketing 
and product development at Everlast, “This 
NFT is not only an opportunity for us to con-
tinue to innovate as a brand, but also to provide 
boxing fans another way to engage and collect 
their favorite memorabilia.” 

Everlast also is investing in social justice 
issues. The company’s “Be First” campaign 
featured trailblazing athletes—like Patricio 
Manuel, the first-ever professional transgender 
boxer, and Jinji Martinez, a fighter who lost his 
leg two days before his pro debut, and is now 
challenging boxing norms by going pro as an 
amputee. The campaign was a massive initia-
tive to champion diversity and inclusivity in 
boxing, and required clear and thorough world-
wide asset distribution ahead of time.

With two tracks of business distribu-
tion—there are nearly 100 licensees around 

(From l.) The Everlast 
Deontay Wilder Custom 
Glove NFT; Patricio Manuel 
and Jinji  Martinez from 
the brand’s DE&I “Be First” 
campaign.
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the world and countless retailers in the 
U.S.—Everlast’s core mission is to share new 
product launches, an array of existing SKUs 
and seasonal promotional campaigns with 
unwavering speed and consistency. Its need 
for a superb digital asset management solution 
was paramount.

Ibotta: The new omnichannel approach
Some CPG brands found fresh takes on nostal-
gia to maintain brand loyalty, adapting their 
distribution and sales channels to accommo-
date direct order and delivery when possible. 
Others threw their support behind box store 
and app-based delivery employees who bore the 
brunt of coordinating and fulfilling shopping 
lists for housebound customers.

If consumers couldn’t wander the aisles to 
find favorite products for themselves, at least 
they could take comfort in their use at home—
and be thankful for the sudden convenience 
of curbside pickup. “Old tech” experienced 
a renaissance as social distancing made QR 
codes and (ho-hum) mobile apps necessary for 
everything from viewing restaurant menus to, 
yes, online purchases for curbside pickup.

Even email has enjoyed a resurgence, while 
aided by modern digital asset management 
solutions. Ibotta, a mobile shopping app that 
specializes in cash-back rewards from over 
300 retail chains, restaurants, movie theaters, 
convenience stores, home improvement cen-
ters, pet stores and pharmacies nationwide, 
sends around 120 million emails per month in 
order to engage with its customers. 

Gaining a competitive edge
DAM systems help marketing teams and agen-
cies reduce digital clutter, organize virtual 
assets so that they’re more accessible and 
usable and provide creative teams with a solid 
foundation to launch their next big idea. One 
of the major lessons many businesses learned 
during the pandemic was the ability—and even 
value—in shifting workforces from an office 
model to one in which many if not the entire 
staff worked from home. Comprehensive DAMs 
allow agencies and brands to work smarter 
and spend their valuable time creating, not 
chasing old assets, whether they work in office, 

home or a combination of both. 
“DAMs give you a competitive edge by 

enabling any partners, retail vendors or 
distributors that you may work with to easily 
access, download and share brand assets,” said 
Brandfolder’s Hanifen. “When these various 
partners are empowered in this way, their job 
of selling your product or service becomes 
that much easier. Everyone involved is more 
successful in the long run.” 

A wide range of industries and brands 
have found DAMs to be the fix they needed, 
from food (P.F. Chang’s; see page 6) and travel 
(JetBlue) to health and wellness (Quicksilver 
Scientific) to sports and apparel (Everlast) and 
high-end baby products (Ergobaby).

• JetBlue has used Brandfolder’s DAM to 
focus on creating stories and connecting 
with their customers, rather than wasting 
time figuring out how to share assets across 
departments and time zones. In fact, the air-
line saved so much time on administrative 
tasks it was able to spread its wings a little 
further—in August, JetBlue launched its 
first ever transatlantic flights to London. 

• Everlast, using Brandfolder’s DAM, is able to 
segment licensees from retailers in different 
collections, so important information is 
easily curated to meet the needs of each.

• Ibotta, using the Brandfolder DAM’s intu-
itive platform and smart content delivery 

“Today, without the 
right tools, creatives 
are not able to spend 
time driving true 
impact that makes a 
difference within their 
larger organization.”
Adam Figueroa, director of marketing, Brandfolder
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What to look for in a DAM
When Anthony Nguyen was the director of 
global marketing for restaurant chain P.F. 
Chang’s, he was blown away by the inef-
ficiencies in the company’s international 
FTP server. In order to provide accurate, 
high-quality digital assets to all 300-plus 
P.F. Chang’s locations across 23 countries, 
Nguyen’s team would often have to resort 
to physically mailing hard drives with 
video and photography assets to partners 
in Brazil or South Korea. Even minor asset 
edits or brand updates led to ad hoc file 
requests and missed deadlines for the 
global marketing team. 

By implementing a comprehensive, cen-
tralized digital asset management system—
one that could handle high-capacity files 
while increasing his company’s ability to 
support its international partners—Nguyen 
was able to take monotonous, administra-
tive tasks off his key marketing team’s plate, 
allowing them to prioritize what would 
actually help P.F. Chang’s thrive—that is, 
strategic and creative projects.

“The beautiful thing about DAMs is 
that they seamlessly integrate with your 

pre-existing tech stack,” said Jim Hanifen, 
Brandfolder’s chief product officer. “It’s 
almost like a missing puzzle piece that you 
never knew you needed—one that operates 
as part of a larger system and facilitates 
more productivity in your organization.”

In order to find this perfect fit, Hanifen 
laid out some keys markers to assess when 
choosing the right DAM-solution vendor:

 ■ Does it have a highly visible, intuitive 
interface? “If people don’t enjoy using 
the product, the no one will,” Hanifen said.

 ■ Does it feature a strong AI and automa-
tion capability? “This will allow a brand 
to remove as much of the administrative 
overhead in managing assets as possible,” 
said Hanifen.

 ■ Can it prioritize the customer experi-
ence and brand partnership rather than 
simply taking the role of a vendor?

 ■ Is it a secure platform that won’t put 
your valuable assets at risk? “As data 
and privacy regulations are continually 
evolving and changing, responsiveness 
to these changes is essential in a DAM,” 
Hanifen said.

Mari Marques, P.F. Chang’s 
global director of marketing, 

LATAM, and Anthony Nguyen  
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network (CDN) links to embed high-quality 
digital assets, such as animated GIFs and 
3D images, has been able to launch strong 
creative campaigns for individual products, 
making its specific email and in-app cam-
paigns more compelling. 

• Ergobaby, using Brandfolder’s DAM, is able 
to store videos, lifestyle photos, product 
photography and other brand assets, 
including seasonal advertising and social 
media campaign collateral, as well as 
training guides for new mothers. “It really 
comes down to the simplicity of finding 
assets quickly and efficiently,” said Perry 
Hampton, Ergobaby’s former creative 
director. “It helps that it’s more visual. 
You see what you need right away, instead 
of seeing a tiny thumbnail and not quite 
knowing what you’re getting.” 

• For Quicksilver, switching to Brandfolder’s 
DAM was a game-changer. Not only did 
the marketing and creative teams improve 
their daily workflow efficiencies, saving up 
to five hours a week of frustrating asset-lo-
cation time, but they also felt empowered 
and confident in their product knowledge 
and better prepared to speak with custom-
ers. Quicksilver’s Hawthorn noted that the 
company’s customer experience managers 
are better able to easily access and find the 
appropriate messaging when speaking to 
customers: “Brandfolder enabled all of us to 
do our jobs better because we could easily 
find all of a product’s associated information 
and assets in a central repository.”

A 2019 Forrester study found that 
Brandfolder helped the core creative and 
marketing team of  a large-scale quick service 
restaurant (QSR) food brand with distribution 
from more than 4,000 international retail loca-
tions to seamlessly distribute brand assets and 
content to thousands of distributed stakehold-
ers from a single platform.

This is especially important for compa-
nies with internal agencies or creative teams, 
said Brandfolder’s Figueroa, because creative 
efforts need to be directly attributable to ROI.  
In the Forrester study, the QSR food brand’s 
ROI hit an impressive 260% within three years 
of implementing Brandfolder.

All of this would have been true even 
without the recent large-scale disruptions 
like the pandemic, the Great Resignation or 
the increasingly dispersed workforce. But like 
many an industry or personal advancement, 
sometimes it just takes that extra push to stay 
at the top of the game. 

“Everyone needs to innovate, move faster 
and become more nimble,” said Brandfolder’s 
Baker. “Without a reliable cloud-based solu-
tion, it’s difficult to stay competitive.”

“Brandfolder has improved  the quality of 
our emails by allowing us to work with larger 
file sizes, higher-quality images and more 
flexibility for responsive design,” said Jessa 
Moon, Ibotta’s marketing email developer.
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Ad Age Studio 30
Ad Age Studio 30 helps your brand 
connect with an influential audience 
actively seeking new partners, solutions 
and products. Through original custom 
articles, thought-leadership content, 
events, research, webcasts, white 
papers, infographics and more, our end-
to-end solutions help your content reach 
and resonate.
Studio30@adage.com
 
Staff
Writer Erika Berlin
Design Director Jennifer Chiu
Senior Designer Natalie Skopelja
Editor Christopher Hosford 
Copy Editor Brian Moran

Contact us 
James Palma
General Manager, Revenue 
and Client Partnerships  
jpalma@adage.com
 
John Dioso
Editor, Studio 30  
jdioso@adage.com

About Brandfolder
Founded in 2012 and located in the 
heart of downtown Denver, Brandfolder 
is the premier leader in digital asset 
management. Built for organizations 
and industries of all sizes, Brandfolder 
delivers an intuitive platform that 
empowers you to easily organize, 
control, create, distribute and measure 
your digital assets. In 2020, Brandfolder 
joined the Smartsheet family to 
combine the best of collaborative 
work management and digital asset 
management under one roof. With 
best-in-class services, support, security 
and scalability, Brandfolder helps global 
brands create compelling, timely and 
consistent brand experiences with 
unparalleled efficiency and speed.

Visit brandfolder.com for more 
information.
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